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Greenlee
® 

Launches New 854DX Shotgun™ Shoe 
                 Bend Four. Save More. 

Rockford, IL— Greenlee® / A Textron Inc. (NYSE: TXT) company continues to provide 

innovative solutions for contractors bending needs with the introduction of the Shotgun™ Shoe 

for the 854DX. This shoe can bend up to four pieces of conduit at the same time. The bending 

process is now twice as efficient, and increases productivity. Contractors can generate big 

savings on high volume bending scenarios with four times the productivity. 

 

The Shotgun™ Shoe is also highly versatile, and allows for bending up to eight different conduit 

types, including Rigid (½", ¾", 1"); IMC (½", ¾", 1); and EMT (¾", 1). The shoe also contains the 

ultimate compatibility that allows it to work with the Greenlee® 555C, 555CX, 555DX, and 

854DX benders. Now available for the 854DX, the Shotgun™ Shoe features a lightweight cast 

aluminum design that can be easily transported for simple assembly. The new roller support fits 

conveniently over the existing 854DX rollers. 

 

With this upgraded solution, the 854DX Shotgun™ Shoe does requires new software to operate 

on the existing 854DX bender. This easy set-up application is designed to achieve accurate, 

repeatable bends. According to Damon Henderson, Product Manager, “The Shotgun™ Shoe for 

854DX combines two of Greenlee’s newest and most innovative products for the ultimate 

solution in bending productivity.” Electrical contractors now have an improved, efficient, 

innovative solution for both prefabrication shops and on the jobsite bending needs. 

 

“The durability of the 854DX, along with its easy-to-use digital pendant, make this Shotgun™ 
Shoe solution the best available,” said Henderson. The Shotgun™ Shoe is the ultimate bending 

solution for eliminating waste. Bending up to four pieces at once saves time; reduces scrap and 

rework; eliminates extra movement and waiting; and gets rid of redundant actions normally 

done to achieve consistent bends in large quantities. This directly translates to increased speed 

and decreased cost. The 854DX™ Shotgun Shoe is expected to pay for itself in less than one 

year. 

 

 



 

 

  

 

For further information, including product details www.greenlee.com and 

youtube.com/GreenleeDEMO.com for a video demonstration. To schedule a demonstration 

please contact Greenlee at 1-800-435-0785.  

 
 
Greenlee Textron Inc. 

Greenlee Textron Inc. is known as a global leader in the professional tool category. The Rockford, Illinois- 
based company develops high quality innovative products distinguished by customer-driven design and 
differentiated by supply chain excellence. It also leverages its powerful brands such as Greenlee 
Communications and Greenlee Utility in the electrical, construction and maintenance markets worldwide. 
More information is available at www.greenlee.com. 

 
Textron Inc. 
Textron Inc, is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, defense industry, and 
finance businesses to provide customers with innovative solutions and services. Textron is known around 
the world for its powerful brands such as Bell Helicopter, Cessna, Beechcraft, Hawker, Jacobsen, Kautex, 
Lycoming, E-Z-GO, Greenlee, and Textron Systems. For more information visit: www.textron.com. 
 
Certain statements in this press release may project revenues or describe strategies, goals, outlook or 
other non-historical matters; these forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they 
are made, and we undertake no obligation to update them. These statements are subject to known and 
unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause our actual results to differ materially from 
those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.  
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For further information please contact: 

Pat Spadafore, Management Supervisor PR 
Eric Mower & Associates 
211 W. Jefferson Street, Syracuse, NY 
13202, USA 
Tel: +1 (315) 413-4360 E-Mail: pspadafore@mower.com 
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